With consumer packaged goods increasingly moving to digital shelves, the old ways of promoting brands are obsolete. Brand providers will need to rethink product value, meet consumers' digital and physical 'moments of need' and enhance visibility in their demand-based fulfillment models.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2025, the center store is gone.

Replenishment of consumer products such as laundry soap and snack foods that shoppers used to pick from the shelf has morphed into a largely online task. Consumers restock their cupboards from wherever they are, with a tap and swipe or a conversation with an AI assistant (think amped-up versions of today’s Siri and Cortana). In some cases, smart appliances trigger replenishment on their own.

Packaging has changed, as well. Fast-moving consumer goods that once constituted the bulk of center store inventory – personal care, beauty and cosmetics, home cleaning products, food and beverage – are now designed for easy, speedy shipment through online channels. Product formulation is about “eaches” rather than cases and pallets.

Dystopian, yes. But not far-fetched: The disappearing center store is much closer than you think.

In 2018, online sales are expected to represent a scant 5% of the books of business for consumer packaged goods (CPG) companies.¹ By 2025, however, digital routes for center-store volume will mushroom to 40%. According to a joint report from the Food Marketing Institute and Nielsen, consumer spend on online grocery shopping is forecast to reach $100 billion within the decade – the equivalent of 3,900 grocery stores based on store volume.²

The shift is happening far more quickly than predicted. In a recent move to build its e-commerce sales and challenge Amazon, Walmart rolled out its Pickup Discount program, which reduces prices on purchases that consumers make online and retrieve at its stores.³ In June, Walmart grabbed headlines with its acquisition of men’s online retailer Bonobos - just as Amazon announced its purchase of Whole Foods.
The actions of both giants highlight the direction in which the CPG market is heading, if not hurtling.

How will CPG companies win when the major routes to market tilt toward digital? The good news is that as the physical shelf shrinks, lower trade spend will decrease costs. But gone is the once clear path for driving foot traffic and obtaining preferential shelf position. The loss leader model will no longer work. Trade promotion will evolve from the banner level to the individual level. Personalization will be key.

Perhaps even more challenging for CPG companies, brand loyalty will take a back seat to price and convenience in the digital market. Way, way back. “If you were among those kids who had Kellogg’s Corn Flakes on the breakfast table, drank a Coke from time to time, enjoyed your favorite KitKat and . . . have always used Tide, don’t expect the next generation to follow you,” cautions branding guru Martin Lindstrom. “Your familiar global brands will begin dying in 2017.”

For CPG companies, transparency will become a lifeline to relevancy and profits. At the digital shelf, consumers will view everything about a product, from its price, to the processes used to manufacture it, to its provenance. Consumers will shop based on need, not brand.

The challenge will be to meet customers wherever they are. With only a sliver of personal-care products being sold online today, there’s plenty of opportunity for brands to make their mark. But they’ll have to move fast: Just three e-tailers – Amazon, Walmart and Target – comprise 82% of those sales.

How will businesses get on consumers’ shopping lists at home? How should strategies change when stores are places for experience rather than product distribution? The answer is to rethink brand value, the relationship between digital and physical shelves, and the supply chain.
To ensure consumers will reach for their brand, businesses will increasingly rely on establishing brand value, which is the summation of not just the product but also the product’s story and the convenience it offers.

**BRAND VALUE: TRANSPARENCY IS CRITICAL**

In 2025, fewer consumers will shop in stores for utilitarian goods. Long aisles of fast-moving consumer goods will be replaced by smaller spaces stocked with convenience products that emphasize freshness, such as to-go items and perishable goods. To replenish consumer goods, customers will reach for the digital shelf.

To ensure consumers will reach for their brand, businesses will increasingly rely on establishing brand value, which is the summation of not just the product but also the product’s story and the convenience it offers. Ninety-four percent of consumers surveyed by Label Insight say they’re likely to be loyal to a brand that offers complete transparency. The emphasis on transparency will fundamentally change the construct of products, as well as the ways in which consumers access them.

What’s more, businesses will no longer vie for consumers’ attention with other products in the same category. Instead, their rival will be experience. “We compete with the latest song of Beyoncé, with the latest telephone from Samsung or Apple,” Mauro Porcini, PepsiCo’s first-ever chief design officer, told a conference audience in March. “We compete for mindshare and relevance in the life of people.”

Against that backdrop, price still matters, perhaps more than ever. Private-label brands, such as Walmart’s Great Value brand, form an immediate threat. Walmart’s CEO Doug McMillon recently predicted that the widespread availability of name-brand products online will compress product margins over time. “Having a private brand from a margin mix point of view has always been important, but it is even more important now,” he said.

Amazon’s entry into private-label brands is already making inroads in more than a dozen categories, including grocery items, pet supplies and home goods. One Wall Street analyst forecasts Amazon’s total U.S. market share will surpass 50% in five years.

**Transparency Beyond Pricing**

The emergence of online shopping has already given brands a lesson in the power of price transparency. Within seconds, smartphone-wielding consumers can scout the prices that provide the best deals and the most convenience. Walmart’s CEO pointed to price transparency as a key motivator in the retailer’s Pickup Discount program.

Now the same openness applies to all aspects of a product’s perceived value. For starters, top-selling products will need to fulfill consumers’ desire for improving their lives. Concern for the environment also influences product purchases for 45% of consumers, according to Nielsen’s 2015 poll. Social value and the consumer’s community also weigh in, each influencing 43% and 41% of respondents.
But such “good for you, good for all of us” products are about more than being green. They connect with individuals in more personal, emotional ways. Transparency in sourcing and ingredients helps shape brand value by deepening consumer trust. It guides consumers to products that feel tailored to their interests and worldviews. It’s through transparency – and the sense of belonging it creates – that CPG companies will achieve brand preference.

Equally important is openness about a product’s provenance. Consumers want to know how a product is processed, the source of its ingredients and who made it. They’re interested in what others say about the product in online reviews and social media. Many are increasingly curious about certification and guideline compliance. Demand for transparency is especially high among food products.

**Getting Started With Transparent Labeling**

Labels are a key component in transparency, and consumers will pay a premium for this information. Seventy-three percent say they would pay more for a product that offers complete transparency in all attributes, according to Label Insight.

Industry initiatives such as the SmartLabel QR code offer CPG companies a way to begin. Launched by the Grocery Manufacturers Association in 2015, the effort lets consumers access product information online through search engines as well as on brands’ and retailers’ websites. Smartphone users can scan QR codes on packaging.

The GMA predicts that within five years, the initiative will cover 80% of food, beverage, pet care, personal care and household products. Albertson and Conagra Brands have signed on to SmartLabel, and more than 1,100 products in Mondelez International’s U.S. snack portfolio are now searchable on the SmartLabel app.

Some brands are going a step further. Earlier this year, Target announced plans for full visibility into chemicals contained in or used to make products it sells. Unilever is voluntarily disclosing online the fragrance ingredients in products sold in the U.S. and Europe. With the move, Unilever has its eye on both the bottom line and consumer satisfaction. Its “sustainable living” brands have experienced 30% higher growth than other product lines.

**Embrace One-to-One Engagement**

With stores’ roles diminishing and the digital shelf ascending, it’s imperative that CPG companies engage directly with consumers to preserve brand value. Until now brands have never been required to engage one-to-one with consumers. Most know only the most basic details about who their customers are and how they shop, with little visibility into in-store information such as footfall and sales.
Knowing consumers and engaging one-on-one with them represents power for brands and rocks the time-honored model of working through retailers as the middleman.

E-commerce sales, however, are a different story. In the digital realm, brands can see an array of consumer behaviors, from click-throughs, conversions and average order value, to navigation paths. Knowing consumers and engaging one-on-one with them represents power for brands and rocks the time-honored model of working through retailers as the middleman.

Companies are already instigating consumer dialogs around new product development. Discount cosmetics brand ELF Beauty, for example, launches new products first on its web site, and then widens distribution to retail after online consumers give products the thumbs up.¹⁹

Launched as an online-only operation in 2004, ELF now rings up strong retail sales per linear foot of shelf space at Target, Walmart and CVS. It also operates 15 branded brick-and-mortar retail stores, and sells through the digital shelves of e-tailers such as Amazon.²⁰
**Outside-In: Innovation Starts With Consumers**

By 2025, consumer participation will be embedded into all innovation processes. Real-time input will replace panel feedback and other backwards-looking approaches to product development. Consumers’ role in development, marketing and promotion will intensify and start much earlier in the process.

Most CPG companies are just getting up to speed on techniques such as social media sentiment analysis. But in 2025, it will become standard practice to take the pulse of consumer opinion as it’s happening.

Equally important, CPG companies will listen to the products themselves. As home appliances get smarter, with everything from refrigerators to washing machine components pushing out data, they’ll alert consumers and manufacturers when parts need to be replaced and systems replenished and then automatically replenish them. Receiving and acting on the rivers of data feeding in from smart products will be a core competency for CPG companies.

**Receiving and acting on the rivers of data feeding in from smart products will be a core competency for CPG companies.**

**New Products Will Fuel Brand Loyalty**

Such changes in product development and replenishment will completely disrupt the way consumers choose products. For one thing, brand loyalty will be a volume business, dependent on a steady stream of new products that consumers engage with at multiple touchpoints. The market is already headed this way. UK-based appliance maker Dyson Ltd., known for its flashy cordless vacuum cleaners and high-end hair dryers, says new products fuel 80% of its sales.\(^{21}\)

In addition to needing as many opportunities to connect with consumers as their innovation processes can deliver, CPG companies will also need to roll them out much more quickly. ELF launches new products in as few as 20 weeks from concept, and 27 weeks on average.\(^{22}\)

A business’s brand portfolio is only as good as its newest product success. The challenge will be to integrate shopper participation into the CPG enterprise, from innovation to purchase. Many brands still rely on processes designed to invent products and push them out. But success in 2025 will flip that scenario: Brands will switch to an outside-in perspective. They’ll need processes that support the involvement of consumers and shoppers in everything from ideation and beta testing to packaging and rollout.

Moving from traditional software-defined, push-based models will require a transition away from legacy brand systems that are not equipped to receive and track the consumer-centric information that’s at the center of enterprise-wide digital processes.
Innovation Platforms: At the Heart of Brand Value

Innovation platforms will serve as the heart of CPG businesses’ efforts to stoke brand value in 2025. Most innovation platforms consist of the following elements:

- **Real-time, outside-in architecture**, consisting of open APIs, ecosystems of partners and plug-and-play capabilities. It’s the platform economy, and for CPG companies accustomed to the linear, producer-driven model, the new demand-driven platforms require changes not only to infrastructure and organizational structure but also alterations across the value chain.

- **Listening capabilities**. Knowing what consumers are saying online about a business’s products and services is essential to outside-in product development. While social monitoring collects tidbits such as mentions and posts, social listening adds analysis and reflection. It helps brands see where they fit into the public discourse.

  Sentiment analysis, which involves machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI), is another powerful but still emerging tool that is not yet a replacement for traditional market research. By 2025, social listening will make sophisticated correlations among data sets that will help brands determine how information is changing brand perception and driving ROI.

- **Real-time product updates**. Social listening lets brands refine products in real time. For an industry accustomed to development cycles that often last five or 10 years, this is a seismic shift. Already, companies can launch a new product in the evening, watch for the social response and iterate based on feedback. By morning, the company might be on the fifth product release.

- **Collaborative value networks**, based on the shopper-led, pull-based value chains that are integrated by the Internet of Things (IoT). Personalization will require brands to increase their focus on collaborative value networks and, as product providers, participate in the communities that form around them, such as smart cities.

By 2025, social listening will make sophisticated correlations among data sets that will help brands determine how information is changing brand perception and driving ROI.
Key Recommendations

The following guidelines can help brands increase transparency internally and across the network of business partners and consumers.

- **Corporate soul searching: What will the brand be?** The question might sound existential, but a fundamental issue all CPG companies must address is whether their brand portfolio will focus on replenishment-based products, or on products that consumers experience and drive in-store traffic. Utilitarian and experiential brands require very different capabilities and brand journeys. With its immersive store experiences and product consultants, beauty retailer Sephora innovates in ways that are very different from, say, Clorox Corp., which pioneered shippable bleach crystals and the “connected” Brita water pitcher. Knowing their objective will drive organizations’ choices in technology, people and processes.

- **Define what transparency means for the brand, consumers and retail customers.** What details do consumers want about the brand and category? Is the business able to convey that information in clear, accessible language that resonates with different communities? Consumers and shoppers aren’t chemists, and lists of ingredients are only the first step. Consumers want experiences that are simple and straightforward, and that offer context for how a product fits into their community. Along the brand journey, transparency needs to occur during awareness, intent and selection phases, as well as during consumption and sharing.

- **Transparency doesn’t happen overnight.** Because transparency cuts across the enterprise, it requires a roadmap and a phased implementation. A transparency roadmap can help businesses prioritize, synchronize and measure implementation. Organizations should define new processes and an enterprise information architecture, including capabilities to address customer identity access management and ensure the architecture accounts for new transparency content requirements, such as social media outreach, blog posts and videos.

- **Just do it: Develop an effective digital strategy to address Amazon, Walmart and emerging non-traditional players.** Some CPG companies continue to turn a blind eye to digital’s ramifications on brand value. Businesses need to assess the position their brand will play in the 2025 market ecosystem, and identify the retailers, channels partners and direct-to-consumer participants to partner with.
DEMAND SHAPING: REIMAGINE THE SHELF

Brands have always defined their value and telegraphed messages to consumers. The difference today is that brands must go to consumers, not the other way around. The extent of the shift can’t be overstated. According to Google, we stop to buy, research and discover on our smartphones 150 times a day. Impressive, but the job for brands extends beyond that: In addition to being where smartphone users are, brands need to be everywhere consumers are offline, as well.

We call these potential points of intersection with consumers “need moments.” They happen everywhere, and replenishment brands must be ready for them. Need moments are about engaging with consumers wherever they happen to be and serving them in the moment, whether it’s an impulse buy or a conversion that takes several visits.

Transparency helps answer the questions that arise at need moments. Which diaper will help my baby sleep through the night? Which brand of sparkling water contains vitamins? If CPG companies aren’t fully transparent both on the digital shelf and in need moments, they will miss out on the digital world of commerce.

Social Networks and Need Moments: Can They Deliver Profits for Brands?

With their critical mass and ability to influence purchases, social networks are target-rich environments for need moments - and often the first step to meeting consumers where they are. Destinations such as Facebook and Instagram are also at a key inflection point: Brands must be there, but profits have thus far been elusive. How does social influence purchases? Even more important, will brands find a way to sell directly through social?

Twitter and Facebook have retired their commerce operations, with Twitter shutting down its Buy button in early 2017 due to lack of traction with consumers and brands. Now Instagram is embedding a shopping capability, offering shoppable images on brands’ Instagram posts that connect consumers to “shop now” buttons and then on to brand websites to complete the transaction.

Establish an Always-On Shopping Platform

By 2025, when 40% of CPG purchases will move through digital channels, an always-on shopping platform will provide a path to consumers. It lets brands be everywhere the shopper is in the digital and physical spheres, and it allows them to extend personalization services critical to connecting with consumers in need moments.
The always-on shopping platform consists of the following elements:

- **A real-time architecture that’s anticipatory.** Brands need an architecture that can receive and respond to large streams of real-time digital data to gain insight and understanding.

Localization is the mantra for retail and CPG companies, and achieving this capability depends on data. Kroger, for example, is testing sensor-laden interactive shelves, which detect shoppers in the aisles via their smartphones and offer them personal pricing and product suggestions as they walk along. The chain is also testing “digital shelf edges” in 14 stores. Sensors detect a customer with the store’s mobile app while walking down the aisle, and high-definition displays on the shelf edge highlight relevant products. For a gluten-free shopper, the shelf in the nutrition-bar section might highlight gluten-free products.28

- **Transparency construct.** Transparency is also a data issue. An important goal of the always-on shopping platform is to provide immediate answers for consumers and shoppers, throughout the buying journey and beyond. Because existing product information management systems (PIMs) typically do not contain the accurate data to do that, a renewed emphasis on transparency needs to be embedded into PIM and ERP systems and continuously updated across both digital and physical packaging.

- **Connection to the digital shelf.** How do CPG companies translate brick-and-mortar shelf presence into digital success? Online grocery has sputtered so far, but 2025 suddenly looks very different given reports that Amazon has set the goal of becoming a top-five grocery retailer by then.29 The online giant’s Pantry could crack open e-commerce momentum for the CPG category,30 with its offerings of crackers, cookies, chips, coffee and other non-perishables for a delivery fee of $5.99 per carton.

We envision augmented and virtual reality playing a role in these new shopping experiences, especially to manage the first moment of truth, instigate impulse buys and energize consumers.
The digital era has turned the tables on the traditional relationship between brands and retailers. In the days of physical-only shelves, retailers expected suppliers to perform. Now it’s brands that expect retailers to deliver.
**Banding Together: Retailers and Brands as Collaborators**

The digital era has turned the tables on the traditional relationship between brands and retailers. In the days of physical-only shelves, retailers expected suppliers to perform. Now it's brands that expect retailers to deliver.

Target’s planned redesign in 600 stores features two entrances – one for quick shopping, and the other for shoppers who want to peruse aisles more casually – which is an indication of retail’s race to keep up with customers who want it all.

Capitalizing on center-store opportunities will be essential for CPG companies and retailers. Yet for most brands, traditional POS measurement tools reflect only brick-and-mortar sales, and do not factor in e-commerce sales and the role this channel plays in driving overall category and brand growth. That disconnect can leave brands and retailers at a disadvantage: When online and offline sales are combined, many categories viewed as flat or declining are actually growing.

With retail analytics, stores can measure the effectiveness of online and offline campaigns in driving store traffic. Sometimes called “phygital,” this consolidated view will be all-important in 2025.

**Store-Level Planning: Getting Replenishment and Planning Right**

Store-level planning helps CPG companies determine how much of their book of business comes from in-store purchases rather than online orders. How will brands get the assortment right at each store? Most CPG companies manage at regional or national customer levels, yet getting replenishment and planning right at local levels will be a must in the shrinking middle space. Space planning will be a balancing act: Brands will adjust space downward to reflect the lower levels of foot traffic, but not so far that consumers can’t find them.

Given the shift in how consumers search and find products, the integrated shelf – spanning digital and physical channels – will redefine categories. For example, “good for you, good for all of us” products require realigning the physical shelf to accommodate transparency and new packaging and digital access for more information.

As merchandising and demand planning move to finer levels of granularity, CPG companies will need to respond to real-time shelf activity and conditions, and incorporate shelf-level economics into their thinking. For example, how will their innovations improve retailers’ overall shelf economics over a private label SKU?
Key Recommendations

The consumer brand journey will continue to evolve across the changing landscape, and shoppers will expect brands to be there for their need moments.

- **Understand the brand journey and the associated need moments.** Look across awareness, intent, purchase and payment, consumption and feedback, focusing on the full range of digital and physical platforms:
  - Amazon platforms, including Prime, Alexa, Dash and Pantry.
  - Walmart's in-store, online and fulfillment services.
  - Direct-to-consumer opportunities, including chatbots and life management platforms.
  - E-tailing boutiques.
  - Online and physical channels, such as convenience, prescriptions and grocery.
  - Home-delivery retailers.
  - Smart home appliances.

- **Evolve digital brand shelf and digital merchandising capabilities.** Major opportunities exist to alter demand-shaping activities in marketing, trade spend and new-product introduction. For example, businesses will need to redefine brand categories to align with consumers on transparency issues such as nutrition, provenance and social responsibility.

- **Define and implement an enterprise information architecture that enables personalization.** The new architecture must incorporate sourcing and communication of transparency across the consumer brand journey and need moments. It also must be able to manage millions of consumer and shopper identities in a secure, effective manner.

- **Move to store-level category management, leveraging clustering where appropriate.** Businesses need to move to store-level planogramming, reframing categories based on transparency and aligning physical and digital shelves.

- **Restructure sales organizations and empower account managers with store-level P&L responsibilities.** Organizations should equip account managers to optimize key demand-shaping levers, such as trade spend, media spend, pricing and new product placement. They should create monthly go-to-market executable plans across digital and store levels, and measure the effectiveness of online and offline campaigns in driving store traffic.

- **Develop the capabilities to translate marketing insights into field action and compete in shorter intervals.** Go-to-market plans need to accelerate from quarterly to monthly across media, trade promotions and new-product introductions. Businesses should work with retailers to craft new category definitions based on transparency. With the shift to digital, businesses need to shift trade spend and marketing execution from mass to personalized approaches.
Fulfillment by 2025 will require moving from the push model to responding to individual intent and demand signals.

**RETHINK FULFILLMENT: NETWORK-BASED SUPPLY CHAINS**

With digital commerce, demand shaping can be changed in an instant. As a result, fulfillment by 2025 will require moving from the push model to responding to individual intent and demand signals.

Getting there is no small feat. After decades of loading pallets and shipping them to retailers, CPG organizations now face the task of fulfilling online orders that are picked and packed as “eaches,” single boxes with individual items routed to customers’ homes.

A key challenge for all brands today is rethinking manufacturing and distribution practices to reduce the cost of “eaches” fulfillment. As they do, the shadow of Amazon looms long: There’s no doubt the online giant will continue to improve its shipment times to counter any advantages that brick-and-mortar channels can leverage.

How can fulfillment begin to respond to individual intent signals? Even before the first moment of truth, predictive signals such as digital couponing offer clues regarding intent. They can be early indicators of how demand is developing and take the pulse of store-level new-product introductions. These early signals provide fulfillment with input to production and distribution plans.

**Blockchain: Supply Chain, Provenance and Food Safety and Recall**

Blockchain has important implications in the supply chain. This decentralized software mechanism functions as a public, digital ledger. It records transactions between two parties – purchases, contracts and records – and arranges them in data batches called blocks. The blocks are distributed across a chain of computers, each of which approves transactions before they are verified and posted. Each update is a block in the chain.

The technology offers a unique combination of security and versatility. For supply chains, it offers improved visibility and transparency. Because blockchain’s distributed ledgers allow all parties in an ecosystem to have copies of transactions, they bring clarity to often opaque supply chains. Blockchain can also streamline and secure interactions among manufacturers, retailers, financial institutions and government organizations. Its ability to certify authenticity gives it an important role in the food industry. (For more details on blockchain’s rippling retail impact on CPG companies, read our report, “How Blockchain Can Help Retailers Fight Fraud, Boost Margins and Build Brands.”)

More companies are testing blockchain implementations. Microsoft recently announced Project Manifest, a blockchain solution the company hopes will help distributors and retailers track goods with a radio frequency identification device (RFID). The solution is designed to ensure products and labor policies comply with Microsoft standards.

Blockchain’s supporters see the technology as an ally in food safety and recall. The coffee industry is testing a solution that benefits small farmers in developing countries and first-world coffee lovers. Walmart is running two blockchain pilots that track food from farm to store.

Smart contracts show off distributed ledger technology’s versatility throughout enterprises. An important development brewing in advertising and promotions is the development of blockchain-based contracts that offer transparency and an audit trail. MadHive is one of the newcomers in this arena. It runs a blockchain-powered platform that focuses on digital advertising networks.
**Key Recommendations**

With the shift to digital and the hollowing of the center store, supply chains will require major restructuring and alignment with shopping platforms. A key goal will be to rethink manufacturing and warehousing to optimize brick-and-click as more sales move online.

- **Develop supply chain management control towers** that provide an understanding of how brick-and-click channels are shifting, what brands are moving more quickly online, and where, from a geographic and store level.

- **Implement new supply chain management processes that rethink replenishment.** Demand signals originate from a wide range of sources. Many existing and emerging demand signals can be collected and aggregated, enabling operations to respond more precisely to shopper demand. Businesses need to ensure the supply chain can leverage all demand signals, including smart products, digital commerce, point of sale and social media.

- **Develop provenance capabilities that address transparency and, where applicable, counterfeiting and food safety and recall.** We suggest businesses begin exploring blockchain as a promising mechanism to address provenance and transparency.
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